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Abstract
Deep learning (DL) based autoencoder is a promising architecture to implement end-to-end com-
munication systems. In this paper, we focus on the fundamental problems of DL-based communication
systems, including high rate transmission and performance analysis. To address the limited data rate
issue, we first consider the error rate constraint and design a transmission algorithm to adaptively
select the transmission vectors to maximize the data rate for various channel scenarios. Furthermore,
a novel generalized data representation (GDR) scheme is proposed to improve the data rate of DL-
based communication systems. Then, we analyze the effect of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and mean
squared error performance of the proposed DL-based communication systems. Finally, numerical results
show that the proposed adaptive transmission and GDR schemes achieve higher data rate and have
lower training complexity than the conventional one-hot vector scheme. Both the new schemes and
the conventional scheme have comparable block error rate (BLER) performance. According to both
theoretical analysis and simulated results, it is suggested that low or wide-range training SNR is beneficial
to attain good BLER performance for practical transmission with various channel scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To ensure high demand for various communication applications and services, the next-generation
network must be able to deliver enhanced mobile broadband, ultra-reliable and low-latency
communications (URLLC), and massive Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystems [1]–[4]. The pri-
mary concern is to satisfy the exponential rise in the number of user equipments and the
traffic capacity of future communication systems. Hence, several promising technologies have
been proposed, and they include massive multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) transmissions,
millimeter wave (mmWave) communications, ultra-dense networks (UDNs) [5]–[9]. However,
there exist a number of limitations for conventional communication systems, such as unavailable
channel state information in complex transmission scenario, high complexity to process big data,
and sub-optimal performance caused by conventional block structure. For this reason, with the
significant development of deep learning (DL) [10]–[12], researchers are attempting to apply the
machine learning (ML), especially DL technologies, to communication system design for new
benefits [13]–[16] that cannot be obtained using the conventional approaches.
As a promising technique, deep learning applies a useful and insightful way to implement
communication systems using deep neural networks (NNs). Different from the conventional
communication system that consists of multiple independent blocks (e.g., source/channel coding,
modulation, channel estimation, equalization), the DL-based communication system can jointly
optimize transmitter and receiver for end-to-end performance without block structure [17], [18].
DL-based system design is promising for future communications with the following reasons:
1) A DL-based communication system is optimized for end-to-end performance by using
deep NNs, which is fundamentally different from the block-structure conventional com-
munication systems with suboptimal performance.
2) A DL-based communication system can be optimized for a practical system over any
type of channel without requiring a mathematically tractable model, including the channel
models that take into account of different transmission scenarios and non-linearities.
3) DL algorithms provide faster processing speed than conventional communication algo-
rithms, since the execution of NNs can be highly parallelized on concurrent architectures
and can be implemented with low-precision data types [19].
3Attracted by these advantages, there have been a number of studies on DL-based commu-
nication and signal processing using state-of-the-art tools and hardware [17], [18], [20]–[34].
The DL method is used to deal with certain challenges in existing communication systems.
For example, the DL-based belief propagation algorithm was originally used to improve the
performances of channel decoding, where low complexity and near optimal decoder performance
were obtained [20]–[22]. Around the same time, autoencoder was developed to address the
problem of learning an efficient physical layer [23]. In DL theory, an autoencoder describes a
deep NN in order to find a low-dimensional representation of its input at certain intermediate
layer that allows reconstruction at the output with minimal error [35, Ch. 14]. The DL-based
communication system can be represented and implemented by an autoencoder that is trained
using the dataset off line. Then, the trained autoencoder can be directly applied to practical
systems on line. A DL-based communication system interpreted as an autoencoder performs an
end-to-end reconstruction task that jointly optimizes transmitter and receiver as well as learns
signal encoding [17], [23], [24], [32]. Considering the advantages of the autoencoder, a complete
communication system represented as an autoencoder was proposed to address the challenges of
frame synchronization [18], [26], where a competitive performance can be achieved even without
extensive hyperparameter tuning. More recently, DL-based algorithm has been used to solve the
channel state information feedback and channel estimation problems in massive MIMO systems,
and it outperforms the state-of-the-art compressive sensing based algorithms [27]–[29].
For future communication systems, there is a huge demand for data rate due to increased
number of communication devices and equipment types, and improved quality of services (QoS).
Consequently, high data-rate schemes should be developed in DL-based communication systems
for future wireless networks. However, in [15], [17], [18], [22], [24]–[26], [32], one-hot vector,
being the only data representation, has a low data rate in DL-based communication systems. The
reason is that an M ×1 one-hot vector consists of 0s in all entries with the exception of a single
1 [36], e.g., [0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0]T , and there are only
(
M
1
)
possible transmitted messages that
lead to limited data rate, which is a barrier for developing DL-based communication systems in
the future. Besides, the autoencoder with one-hot vector is trained with a fixed vector size M ,
which has low flexibility for various communication systems. On the other hand, the conventional
autoencoder is trained under a fixed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with unrealistic expectation
to operate well for a wide range of SNR values in practical transmission scenarios. It was
4reported that training the autoencoder at different SNR values will lead to various autoencoder
performances [17], but there is yet a detailed study on the effect on such a system. Therefore,
our objective is to design a new transmission scheme and replace the conventional one-hot vector
scheme in order to achieve high data rate and flexibility. As well, we will investigate the effect
of training SNR on the performance of DL-based communication systems.
In this paper, an adaptive transmission algorithm is first designed for different communication
scenarios to maximize the data rate in DL-based communication systems with a QoS constraint.
Then, we propose a generalized data representation (GDR) scheme to improve the data rate of
DL-based communication systems. Finally, we analyze the effect of SNR and mean squared error
(MSE) performance in DL-based communication systems. Comparable block error rate (BLER)
performance can be achieved by the proposed transmission schemes with low complexity and
high data rate, when compared with the conventional DL-based communication system1.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) In DL-based communication systems, we formulate the data rate problem of the conven-
tional one-hot vector scheme. To address this issue, we design an adaptive transmission
algorithm for different channel scenarios, where the QoS constraint is considered. In the
proposed algorithm, the optimal transmission vectors are adaptively selected for different
SNR conditions, where the goal is to maximize the data rate with the constraint on MSE
performance. It is shown that the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm has large BLER
performance gain compared with the conventional one-hot vector scheme with the same
data rate.
2) Furthermore, a generalized data representation scheme is proposed to replace the conven-
tional one-hot vector scheme. The proposed scheme can improve the data rate in DL-based
communication systems. As expected, high data rate is obtained by our GDR scheme with
comparable BLER performance and low complexity. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this is the first time that the GDR scheme is proposed and its effectiveness is also verified.
3) We investigate the effect of SNR on the system performances in DL-based communication
systems. Simulation results show that the high training SNR can improve the convergence
1Notably, throughout this paper, the conventional DL-based communication system refers to the autoencoder based commu-
nication system that employs the one-hot vector.
5performance in training, but it can also degrade the BLER performance in practical trans-
mission. As a tradeoff, we introduce a wide-range training SNR strategy, which shows great
performance balance in convergence and BLER performance. Furthermore, it is proved that
training the autoencoder at low SNR can achieve BLER and MSE performance gains when
the trained autoencoder is applied to high SNR scenario. These results provide a reliable
guidance to select the suitable training SNR for the optimal system performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model of
the DL-based communication system. Section III presents an adaptive transmission algorithm.
Section IV proposes the generalized data representation scheme for DL-based communication
systems. Section V investigates the effect of SNR and analyzes the MSE performance of the
autoencoder. In Section VI, we show the numerical results of the proposed schemes and system
performances. Section VII concludes this paper.
We use the following notations throughout this paper: A is a matrix; a is a vector; a is a
scalar; A is a set; ‖A‖F is the Frobenius norm of matrix A; [A]i,: is the ith row of matrix A;
ai is the ith element of vector a; 0 is the zero vector; I is the identity matrix; E{·} is used to
denote expectation; ⌊·⌋ is the floor operation;
(
m
n
)
denotes the number of combinations when
choosing n out of m.
II. DEEP LEARNING-BASED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
In this section, we describe the DL-based autoencoder for end-to-end communication systems
and then provide the research motivations of this paper.
A. Autoencoder for End-to-End Communication Systems
We consider a DL-based communication system represented as an autoencoder that consists of
transmitter, channel, and receiver as shown in Fig. 1, where its NN structure is shown below. The
autoencoder describes a deep NN that applies unsupervised learning in order to reconstruct the
input at the output [35, Ch. 14]. At the transmitter, the message s ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} is first trans-
formed to a vector s ∈ RM after the vector expression processing, where M ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64}.
For example, if the message s = 2 is transmitted, the corresponding vector expression is a one-
hot vector s = [0, 1, 0, · · · , 0]T in a conventional DL-based communication system [17]. Then,
the multiple dense layers, including rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer and linear layer, apply
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Fig. 1. A DL-based communication system represented as an autoencoder with its NN structure [17].
TABLE I
ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS AND LOSS FUNCTIONS
Name Function
Activation
functions
Linear si
ReLU max{si, 0}
Softmax e
ui
∑
M
j
e
uj
Loss
functions
MSE ‖s − p‖22
Categorical cross-entropy −
∑
M
i
si log(pi)
the transformation ft : R
M 7→ Rn to produce the transmitted signal for n discrete channel uses
[18]. The commonly used activation functions are shown in TABLE I. Finally, the normalization
layer ensures the power constraint of the transmitted signal x = [x1, · · · , xn]T as E{x2j} ≤ 1
(j = 1, · · · , n).
The Rayleigh fading channel is implemented by a noise layer with its output being the received
7signal y that can be given by
y = αx+ n (1)
where α is the fading coefficient with a Rayleigh distribution, n ∼ N (0, σ2In) denotes the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with a fixed variance σ2 = (2REb/N0)
−1, and
where R is the data rate, Eb is the energy per bit, and N0 denotes the noise power spectral density.
Notably, there is no complex operation in the existing NN architectures, and the complex number
is represented by two real numbers [17]. Here, we assume that the channel coefficients are real-
valued. Furthermore, the autoencoder-represented communication system is available for any
type of channel with/without a mathematically tractable model [17], [18].
At the receiver, the received signal y is passed through the ReLU layer to realize the trans-
formation fr : R
n 7→ RM . The last layer of the receiver has a softmax activation as shown in
TABLE I, which is a generalization of the logistic function that compresses an M-dimensional
vector of arbitrary real values to an M-dimensional probability vector p, where each element
pi (i = 1, 2, · · · ,M) lies in the range (0, 1], and all the elements add up to 1 [35]. For the
autoencoder scheme with conventional one-hot vector, the estimated message sˆ is derived from
the index of the element having the highest probability in p. Here, the BLER of DL-based
communication systems is defined as
BLER = Pr(sˆ 6= s | s). (2)
The autoencoder based communication system can be trained on a large training dataset off
line, while the iterative training process depends on the value of loss function in each iteration.
The most common loss functions are MSE and categorical cross-entropy as shown in TABLE
I, and these loss functions are determined by the vector expression s and the probability vector
p. The training parameters of the autoencoder are produced to minimize the loss function.
Furthermore, the trained autoencoder with the fixed parameters is applied to various practical
communication scenarios on line.
B. Motivations
One-hot vector is the conventional data representation with only one non-zero element. Thus,
the data rate of the conventional DL-based communication system with one-hot vector is limited
8to
RC =
log2M
n
(bits/channel use). (3)
Over the last few years, the demand for high data rates has experienced unprecedented growth in
communication systems [1], [2]. Therefore, providing a high data rate is essential for DL-based
communication systems in future communications.
To improve the data rate, two different research problems can be formulated as follows:
1) Adaptive transmission scheme. For the conventional one-hot vector scheme, the DL-based
autoencoder is trained over a fixed-size transmission vector with dimensionM at fixed SNR
scenario, which leads to two main limitations. On the one hand, the trained autoencoder
for a certain value of M cannot work in the scenarios with different values of M . On the
other hand, the performance of DL-based communication system will not be optimal when
the trained autoencoder is applied to different SNR scenarios. For these reasons, there is a
need for an adaptive transmission strategy for the autoencoder to improve the applicability
and optimize the system performances, such as maximizing the data rate and satisfying
the QoS constraint [37], [38].
2) Generalized data representation scheme. From the definition of the data rate Rdef =
Number of bits
Channel uses
, it is obvious that, for the same channel environment, the data rate is pro-
portional to the number of bits being conveyed. However, the size of transmission vector
M cannot be infinite due to the high complexity associated with deep NNs. Therefore, a
new data representation scheme is required to meet the high data rate demands in future
communication systems.
Considering the two aspects above, data-rate driven transmission strategies are required for DL-
based communication systems to be employed in the future networks.
As for system performances, the autoencoder that is trained using a fixed SNR off line is
expected to have a robust performance for a wide SNR region on line. In [17], it was found
that an unaccommodated training SNR will result in the performance degradation of DL-based
communication systems, but there is little theoretical analysis. Consequently, the effect of the
training SNR needs to be investigated and a reliable criterion needs to be developed for selecting
training SNR. Furthermore, it is necessary to provide more theoretical performance analysis for
DL-based communication systems as the fundamental principles for future study.
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Fig. 2. Adaptive transmission scheme applied to the DL-based communication system on line.
III. ADAPTIVE TRANSMISSION STRATEGY
Considering the high data rate and general applicability, adaptive transmission technology can
be employed in the DL-based communication system. In this section, the adaptive transmission
algorithm is presented to maximize the data rate with the MSE constraint for different channel
scenarios.
In Fig. 2, the adaptive transmission algorithm is considered to adaptively design the on-line
transmission strategy for DL-based autoencoder represented communication systems. Before the
on-line transmission, the autoencoder has been trained with one-hot vectors over a fixed training
SNR (SNRT ) off line, while M should be suitably large
2, such as M = 64. As a result, the
trained autoencoder used in Fig. 2 is produced. First, for the adaptive transmission algorithm in
Fig. 2, all one-hot vectors inM = {s1, · · · , sM} are transmitted through the trained autoencoder
over the practical channel with a practical SNR value (SNRP ); Second, the receiver calculates the
MSE of each one-hot vector and sends the MSE of the ith vector (MSEi) back to the transmitter;
Then, the transmitter sorts the MSE results and selects M1 one-hot vectors from M defined as
s˜j ∈M1 = {s˜1, · · · , s˜M1}, where j = 1, · · · ,M1 is the label of the selected one-hot vector. The
2If M is too large, the training complexity is prohibitive since the autoencoder must see every message once at least [17].
10
selection goal is to maximize the data rate and satisfy the MSE requirement as
R1 =max
log2M1
n
s.t. ‖sj − pj‖
2
2 ≤ MSEth, j = 1, · · · ,M1 (4)
where M1 ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64} is less than or equal to M , and MSEth is a preset MSE threshold.
Finally, the selected M1 one-hot vectors are used for the autoencoder on line over the current
channel with SNRP .
The main steps of the adaptive transmission algorithm are summarized as follows:
Algorithm 1 Steps of the Adaptive Transmission Algorithm
1) Train the autoencoder with all M possible one-hot vectors off line.
2) Each one-hot vector is transmitted through the trained autoencoder over the practical
channel.
3) Calculate the practical MSE of each vector and select sj according to (4).
4) Transmit the message by using the selected vectors over the current channel on line.
IV. GENERALIZED DATA REPRESENTATION SCHEME
In this section, we propose a generalized data representation scheme to improve the data rate
for DL-based communication systems.
Instead of the conventional one-hot vector, bit vector is first considered to improve the data
rate for DL-based communication systems. An m-order bit vector b ∈ RM is defined as
b = [1 0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1 0]︸ ︷︷ ︸
m of M are 1
T
(5)
where m = 1, 2, · · · , ⌊M/2⌋ indicates the number of non-zero elements. The bit vector provides(
M
m
)
possible messages for the transmission. In general, the number of possible symbols in the
constellation diagram is a power of 2. For this reason, we only select 2⌊log2 (
M
m)⌋ out of
(
M
m
)
possible symbols for communication.
11
Furthermore, for the autoencoder shown in Fig. 1, the vector expression s at the transmitter
is the practical probability distribution, and the probability vector p at the receiver is the corre-
sponding estimated probability distribution. The training goal of the autoencoder is optimizing
p to reconstruct s through minimizing the loss function.
Thus, combining the form of bit vector in (5), we propose a generalized data representation
as a probability distribution
s =
[
1
m
0 · · · 0
1
m
· · ·
1
m
0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m of M are 1
m
T
(6)
where the estimated message sˆ can be derived from the indices of elements with the m highest
probabilities in p. The conventional one-hot vector is a special case of the proposed GDR scheme
when m = 1.
The data rate of the DL-based communication system can be improved by employing the
proposed GDR as
R =
⌊
log2
(
M
m
)⌋
n
(bits/channel use). (7)
When m = 1, the data rate of the conventional one-hot vector scheme in (3) is obtained. The data
rate increases with m, while M value is suitably chosen and remains fixed. The performance
gain of the proposed GDR scheme will significantly increase when the vector size M increases.
The channel capacity of the proposed GDR scheme in the DL-based communication system
is derived as
C= log2(1 + SNR) = log2
(
1 +
α2
σ2
)
(8)
= log2
(
1 +
2α2Eb ·
⌊
log2
(
M
m
)⌋
N0 · n
)
(bits/s/Hz).
It is obvious that the capacity can be improved by using the proposed GDR in the DL-based
communication system.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE AUTOENCODER
In this section, we provide a theoretical analysis of MSE performance for DL-based commu-
nication systems.
12
A. MSE Performance Analysis
In Fig. 1, the output of the ReLU layer at receiver can be written as
u= fr(y) , fReLU (Wry + br) (9)
where fReLU (a) = max{a, 0}, Wr and br denote the trainable parameters of the ReLU layer,
and they are defined as
Wr =


w11 w12 · · · w1n
w21 w22 · · · w2n
...
...
. . .
...
wM1 wM2 · · · wMn

 and br =


b1
b2
...
bM

 (10)
respectively, where wij(i = 1, · · · ,M, j = 1, · · · , n) represents the symmetric interaction term
between unit ui and unit yj in Fig. 1, and bi is the bias term. Thus, from (1) and (9), the ith
element of u is given by
ui = max {[Wr]i,:(αx+ n) + bi, 0} (11)
where [Wr]i,: is the ith row of Wr.
Next, a probability vector is derived from the softmax function at the receiver, and its ith
element can be written as
pi =
eui∑M
k e
uk
. (12)
From (11)-(12), in the off-line training processing, different SNR = α
2
σ2
will lead to different
trainable parameters Wr and br, which will have effect on ui in (11). As a result, pi, the
probability of the ith element is directly affected by the training SNR. Also, in the on-line
practical transmission, the trainable parameters Wr and br are constant since the autoencoder
has been trained. When the autoencoder is applied to a different practical SNR scenario, it will
lead to a different estimated probability vector p as well. The effect of SNR will also be analyzed
through simulations.
In Appendix A, it is shown that, based on (12), the probability vector at the receiver in Fig.
1 can be approximated as
p ≈ Fu (13)
13
where F ∈ RM×M is a diagonal matrix that is equivalent to the effect of softmax activation
layer.
At the receiver, the output of the ReLU layer u consists of zero and non-zero elements as
shown in (11). In this paper, we aim to analyze the effect of SNR on MSE performance. While
the zero elements cannot reflect the characteristic of MSE, the non-zero output of the ReLU
layer is considered and can be derived from (11) as
u+ = Wr(αx+ n) + br (14)
if
[Wr]i,:(αx+ n) + bi > 0. (15)
Thus, the probability vector p under the assumption of (15) can be expressed as
p+ ≈ F+u+ (16)
where F+ ∈ R
M×M is the equivalent matrix of softmax activation layer in the non-zero case as
(15).
Here, the average MSE of the DL-based communication system in the case of (15) can be
given from (14) and (16) as
MSE = E
n,α
{
‖p+ − s‖
2
2
}
≈ E
n,α
{
‖F+(αWrx + br) + F+Wrn− s‖
2
2
}
≈ E
α
{
‖F+(αWrx+ br)− s‖
2
2
}
+ ‖F+Wr‖
2
2σ
2
≈ ‖F+Wrx‖
2
2σ
2
α + ‖F+br − s‖
2
2 + ‖F+Wr‖
2
2σ
2
(a)
≈ ‖F+Wrx‖
2
2 + ‖F+br − s‖
2
2 + ‖F+Wr‖
2
2σ
2, (17)
where σ2α is the variance of the Rayleigh fading coefficient α, and step (a) is due to σ
2
α = 1.
After the autoencoder is trained over SNRT , the transformation matrices of the autoencoder are
constant, where σ2nT is the noise variance at the training scenario. When the trained autoencoder
is applied to the practical communication scenario with SNRP , the noise variance of the current
practical channel scenario is σ2nP . For the non-zero case, it can be observed from (17) that, when
σ2nP < σ
2
nT
, the practical MSE performance will be better than that of the training scenario;
when σ2nP > σ
2
nT
, the converse is true. It indicates that the trained autoencoder can attain better
14
TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR THE AUTOENCODER SETUP
Parameter Value
Optimizer Adam [39]
Loss function MSE
Epoch 150
Batch size 45
Trained samples 2×104
Test samples 1×106
system performance when it is applied to higher SNR scenario. For the zero case in (11), the
variance of noise has no effect on the MSE performance. The MSE performance of the DL-based
communication system will also be verified through simulations.
B. Wide-Range Training SNR Strategy
In conventional DL-based communication systems, the autoencoder is trained over a fixed
SNR off line, which leads to limited generalization performance while facing with various
communication scenarios. Here, we propose a wide-range training SNR strategy by employing
multiple training SNRs, and it will improve the diversity of training dataset aiming to obtain
a great generalization performance. For example, the wide-range training SNR can be set to
SNRT = {−20,−10, 0, 10, 20} dB for off-line training. Also, the system performance gain of
the proposed wide-range training SNR strategy will be shown by simulation results.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the numerical results of the proposed adaptive transmission
algorithm, the GDR scheme, and the system performances in the DL-based communication
system via simulations on the TensorFlow framework. In all simulations, the autoencoder is
trained over the stochastic AWGN channel model with n = 7 channel uses without exhaustive
hyperparameter tuning. Here, we use the same set of parameters for the autoencoder setup as
described in TABLE II. Notably, it has been proved that the DL-based communication system
with one-hot vector can obtain competitive system performance compared to the conventional
15
TABLE III
TRAINING PARAMETERS OF AUTOENCODER
Vector
size
Multiple
dense layers
Normaliz-
ation layer
ReLU
layer
Softmax
layer
Total
Simulated
parameters
M = 4 55 14 32 20 121
M = 8 135 14 64 72 285
M = 16 391 14 128 272 805
M = 32 1287 14 256 1056 2613
M = 64 4615 14 512 4160 9301
Theoretical
parameters
M (M + 1)(M + n) 2n M(n+ 1) M(M + 1) (2M + 3)(M + n)
communication system in [18], [25]; therefore, we will not compare with the conventional
communication system.
TABLE III presents the simulated and theoretical number of training parameters in autoen-
coder, where different size of the data representation M is employed. From TABLE III, it is
clear that the simulated number of trainable parameters increases with M from 4 to 64, not only
for the total number but also for the number of each layer except for the normalization layer.
The simulated results agree with the theoretical number of parameters as shown in the last row
of TABLE III. The increasing training parameters lead to an increasing complexity for training.
For the conventional one-hot vector, the data rate can be improved by increasing M as shown
in (3) at the cost of high complexity. While, the data rate of the proposed GDR scheme can be
improved by controlling the number of non-zero elements m with a small M as shown in (7),
which leads to a low complexity.
A. Performance of the Proposed Adaptive Transmission Scheme
In this subsection, we show the simulated BLER and MSE performance of the proposed
adaptive transmission scheme in the DL-based communication system. Here, the autoencoder is
trained when the training SNR is 5 dB.
Figure 3 depicts the simulated BLER performance of the DL-based autoencoder that employs
the proposed adaptive transmission scheme and the conventional one-hot vector scheme, where
the MSE thresholds are 10−4, 10−5, and 10−6. First, it can be seen from Fig. 3 that, the BLER
16
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Fig. 3. Simulated BLER for the autoencoder with conventional one-hot vector and proposed adaptive transmission schemes,
while the MSE thresholds are 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6.
of the conventional one-hot vector scheme increases when M is varied from 4 to 64, since the
smaller M requests less trainable parameters as shown in TABLE III. With the same training
dataset, the less trainable parameters contribute to better training accuracy. Second, for the
proposed adaptive transmission scheme, the BLER increases when the MSE threshold is increased
from 10−6 to 10−4 in Fig. 3. The reason is that, to maximize the data rate, the lower MSE
threshold (means the tighter bound) requires smaller M1 to satisfy the MSE constraint, which
results in lower BLER. Then, for each MSE threshold, the number of selected vectors M1
adaptively increases from 4 to 64 with the increasing practical SNR at the x-axis. For example,
whileMSEth = 10
−5, theM1 adaptively changes with SNR as 4, 4, 16, 32, 64, 64. For this reason,
higher practical SNR makes it easy to obtain the MSE requirement and leads to larger M1 to
maximize the data rate. At last, when the data rate is the same in Fig. 3, the BLER performance
of the adaptive transmission scheme is better than that of the one-hot vector scheme. The reason
for the performance gain is that the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm can select the
optimal vectors that meet the MSE requirement as shown in (4).
Figure 4 illustrates the data rate performance of the autoencoder that employs the conventional
one-hot vector scheme and the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm with the MSE thresholds
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Fig. 4. Data rate performance for the autoencoder with conventional and adaptive transmission schemes, while the MSE
thresholds are 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6.
being 10−4, 10−5 and 10−6. From Fig. 4, we see that the data rates of the conventional one-hot
vector scheme are constant for all practical values of SNR, which cannot obtain the maximum
data rate with the great BLER performance at the same time. However, in Fig. 4, the data
rate of the proposed adaptive transmission scheme increases with SNR due to the increasing
M1 as shown in Fig. 3, which is consistent with (4). By comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4, the
proposed adaptive transmission algorithm can obtain the better BLER performance than that of
the conventional one-hot vector scheme when operating at the same data rate.
Figure 5 presents the simulated MSE performance for the practical communication system that
employs the proposed adaptive transmission algorithm with the MSE thresholds being 10−4, 10−5
and 10−6. It is seen from Fig. 5 that the simulated MSE of the proposed adaptive transmission
scheme increases with the MSE threshold. Furthermore, the simulated MSE of the proposed
scheme decreases while the practical SNR increases, which is consistent with the result in (17).
As expected, when the simulated MSE reaches the corresponding MSE threshold, the number
of the selected vectors M1 is almost 64 which is the maximum value, and the maximum data
rate is obtained.
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Fig. 5. Simulated MSE for the autoencoder employing the adaptive transmission scheme with the MSE thresholds being 10−4,
10−5 and 10−6.
B. Performance of the Proposed GDR Scheme
This subsection shows the BLER performance and the channel capacity of the proposed GDR
scheme in the DL-based communication system, where the training SNR is 5 dB.
Figure 6 shows the simulated BLER performance of the DL-based communication system that
employs the proposed GDR and conventional one-hot vector schemes for comparison. There are
a number of observations can be seen from Fig. 6. First, with the same data rate R = 6/7
(bits/channel use) including the proposed schemes M = 8 with m = 4, M = 16 with m = 2,
and the conventional scheme M = 64 with m = 1, the proposed GDR schemes have better
BLER performance with lower complexity than that of the conventional one-hot vector scheme.
Obviously, the BLER decreases with the vector size M for the same reason as that in Fig. 3.
Second, with the same vector sizeM = 8, the proposed GDR schemes (m = 4 andm = 2) obtain
comparable BLER performances when compared to the conventional one-hot vector scheme
(m = 1). It indicates that, with the same vector size, the number of non-zero elements has little
effect on the BLER performance. With the similar BLER, the data rates of the GDR schemes are
R = 6/7 (bits/channel use) while m = 4 and R = 4/7 (bits/channel use) while m = 2. In both
cases, the data rate is greater than that of the conventional one-hot vector scheme as R = 3/7
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(bits/channel use). Third, the simulated BLER is less than 10−3 when the SNR is greater than
2 dB in Fig. 6, which demonstrates that the autoencoder obtains a high accuracy by sufficient
training over SNRT = 5 dB.
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Fig. 8. Simulated loss function performance of autoencoder in training process, while different fixed SNRs and wide-range
SNR are employed.
Figure 7 illustrates the channel capacity of the DL-based communication system employing
different data representations. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that, with M = 8, the channel capacity
increases when the order m increases from 1 to 4, which is consistent with the result in (8). This
shows that the proposed GDR scheme can obtain a remarkable channel capacity improvement.
Notably, the performance gain of the proposed GDR scheme is increased when the vector size
M increases. As shown in Fig. 7, the GDR scheme employing M = 64 with m = 2 has a great
performance gain when compared with the conventional scheme employingM = 64 withm = 1.
Besides, the channel capacity of proposed GDR schemes (M = 8 with m = 4 and M = 16
with m = 2) is the same as that of the conventional one-hot vector scheme (M = 64, m = 1) in
Fig. 7. To obtain the same capacity with GDR scheme, the conventional one-hot vector scheme
needs to improve the vector size M , which leads to a BLER performance degradation as shown
in Fig. 6.
C. Performance Comparison of Different Training SNR
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of training SNR on system performance for the
DL-based communication system, including the loss function performance in training process,
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Fig. 9. Simulated BLER for the DL-based communication system employing the trained autoencoder with different fixed
training SNRs and wide-range training SNR.
and the simulated BLER as well as MSE performances in practical transmission process. Here,
the data representation parameters are M = 8 and m = 1.
Figure 8 shows the simulated loss function performance in training processing, while the
autoencoder is trained over different SNRs and wide-range SNR. The wide-range SNR is set as
SNRT = {−20,−10, 0, 10, 20} dB, which includes all the fixed SNRs except for −30 dB. Here,
an epoch is the process that training dataset totally passes through the autoencoder once. In Fig.
8, with the fixed training SNR increasing from −20 dB to 20 dB, the loss value decreases and
the convergence of loss function gets better, which indicates that the good channel environment
contributes to improve the training performance. However, with SNRT = −30 dB, the loss value
does not converge within 150 epoches. Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 8 that, the loss
value of the autoencoder training with wide-range SNR is similar to that of the autoencoder
training with −10 dB. The simulated results suggest that the training SNR has significant effect
on the training performance of the autoencoder.
Figure 9 depicts the simulated BLER performance of the practical DL-based communication
system employing the trained autoencoder with different fixed training SNRs and wide-range
training SNR. In Fig. 9, the BLER decreases with the fixed training SNR ranging form 20 dB
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Fig. 10. Simulated MSE for the DL-based communication system employing the trained autoencoder with different fixed
training SNRs and wide-range training SNR.
to −20 dB. The reason is that, with the lower training SNR (that is to say the worse channel
environment), the autoencoder needs to learn more features to reconstruct the input at the output,
which leads to a robust autoencoder and better BLER performance. However, the training SNR
has a lower bound for the autoencoder. As shown in Fig. 9, while the training SNR is −30
dB, the BLER is approximately 0.6, which demonstrates that the autoencoder trained over this
channel environment cannot learn the features anymore. It is consistent with the non-convergence
performance of the loss function with SNRT = −30 dB in Fig. 8. Besides, Fig. 9 shows that the
BLER performance of the wide-range training SNR scheme is similar to that of SNRT = −10
dB scheme, which is almost the best performance except for the −20 dB scheme. It shows that
training with wide-range SNR can improve the generalization performance of the autoencoder.
Combining Fig. 8 with Fig. 9, it can be found that, with the higher training SNR, the autoencoder
obtains better convergence performance in training but worse BLER performance in testing. The
simulated results indicate that the training SNR will directly affect the system performance,
which agrees with the analysis in Subsection V-A.
Figure 10 illustrates the simulated MSE performance of the practical DL-based communication
system employing different trained autoencoders, while the training SNRs include different fixed
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SNRs and wide-range SNR. In Fig. 10, it is clear that the MSE decreases when the practical
SNR at the x-axis increases. It indicates that the MSE performance improves when the trained
autoencoder is applied to a higher SNR scenario, which is consistent with the analysis in (17).
Furthermore, the simulated MSE performance in Fig. 10 is similar to the BLER performance as
shown in Fig. 9 for the same reasons.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we proposed new transmission schemes to address the problem of limited data
rate and investigated the system performances of the DL-based communication system. We
designed an adaptive transmission scheme for different channel scenarios to maximize the data
rate with the error rate constraint. Furthermore, the GDR scheme was proposed, and it can obtain
higher data rate and comparable BLER performance with a lower complexity when compared
with the conventional one-hot vector scheme. Besides, the effect of training SNR and MSE
performance were analyzed and verified by simulations. We discovered that high training SNR
can lead to good convergence in training process but worse BLER performance for practical
transmission. We also introduced a wide-range training SNR strategy to address the tradeoff
between convergence and error rate. On the other hand, it is shown that the autoencoder trained
over a low SNR can attain better BLER and MSE performances when operating in the high
SNR region. As a result, it is concluded that training the autoencoder at low SNR will lead to
good system performance.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF (13)
Let
p = Fu. (18)
According to (12), eq. (18) can be formulated as
1∑M
k e
uk


eu1
eu2
...
euM

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and it can be obtained that
eui = (fi1u1 + fi2u2 + · · ·+ fiiui + · · ·+ fiMuM) ·
M∑
k
euk . (20)
Next, eui can be approximated according to the Taylor’s theorem as
eui ≈ 1 + ui +
ui
2!
+ · · ·+
uNi
N !
(21)
where N is a sufficiently large integer.
Finally, combining (20) and (21), the elements of matrix F can be derived as
fij ≈


1
∑
M
k
euk
(
u−1i + 1 +
ui
2!
+ · · ·+
uN−1
i
N !
)
i = j
0 i 6= j
. (22)
Thus, eq. (22) shows that the probability vector p at the receiver can be approximated as (13).
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